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Captioner, Instructor, and Founder of Dictionary Jumpstart™
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Nierenberger
RPR, CRR, CRC, CRI

Anissa Nierenberger has pursued her passion for
captioning into three distinct areas; Anissa Captions, her
proprietary software Dictionary Jumpstart, and training
and education programs. Anissa discovered captioning
when she was just 14 years old after spending a career
day with a reporter in court. Determined to become a
stenographer, she pursued her goal and within a year
of graduation from court reporting school, she began
captioning for TV stations across the United States and
Canada.
In 2000, Anissa founded Dictionary Jumpstart, a realtime
dictionary-building software that has helped hundreds
of reporters improve their dictionaries and allowed them
to explore other areas of reporting, including captioning
and CART captioning. As an author, Anissa has also
published several articles as well as books that include
the Drug Speller; Simple Syllables; A Jump Back in Time:
People, Places and Events in History and most recently,
Simpler Syllables: Let’s Better Your Dictionary Together.
Anissa is a past President of MAPCR (Michigan Association
of Professional Court Reporters) and has been a member
of NCRA (National Court Reporters Association) for
over 25 years. She has presented seminars on realtime,
captioning, dictionary building, and Dictionary
Jumpstart to state and national associations, workshops,
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S P E A K I N G

E N G A G E M E N T S

Seminar Topics
Happy Brief Families
All happy families are alike and learning family briefs is fun and easy! Families inspire
us and these briefs will inspire you, too. They’re consistent, like-minded, and become
a masterpiece when adopted. The ^dom brief family has 8 members, the ^line
brief family has 25 members, and the a^ family has 56 members. These are a small
example of the families that we’ll get to know in our hour together!
Terminate Transcript Turmoil – (released 2015)

Anissa R. Nierenberger,
RPR, CRR, CRC, CRI

What if a small change in HOW you edit could result in better realtime in only two
weeks. This means much shorter editing time to crank out a transcript! We’re going
to spin you 180 degrees from how you do things now and show you just how much
time and energy you are going to save. This is one seminar you will not want to miss!
“Simple Syllables” book complements this seminar. 0.1 CEU or .15 CEUs

25-year Captioner
Dictionary Jumpstart Creator
Caption Masters Instructor

Terminate Transcript Turmoil 2 – (released 2016)

To schedule Anissa for a

We’ll review the SADA concept from the original TTT, talk about families of prefixes
and suffixes and the importance of consistency! Anissa will talk about valuable
word pieces, how to make stacking work FOR you, and how FPP55 earns you better
realtime in only one week! This presentation builds upon TTT. .15 CEUs

speaking engagement, please
feel free to contact her for
more details.

Dictionary Jumpstart Hands-On Workshop
Working with Dictionary Jumpstart on YOUR computer, we’ll add words to your
dictionary at a rate of up to 1,000 words per hour! Everyone with a computer present
will receive a FREE copy of DJ Lite ($149) value. Get ready for a thought-provoking
workshop! .25 PDCs
*It is best if this workshop does not exceed 25 people.
NO MORE TRANSCRIPTS… Say YES to CART and Captioning!
Transcripts… you despise them, and they’re the burnout factor of your passion. The
growth for CART captioners and broadcast captioners will outpace court reporters
beyond 2018! Don’t be left behind! LearnToCaption.com is your ONLY source for
CART and Broadcast Captioning training online with individual feedback. We’ll start
with 5 Things to Improve your Realtime. Transitioning into a new, exciting career is a
matter of taking things one step at a time. Reinvigorate your passion today!
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